
Assembly Instructions for NEVER SPILL SPOUT   January 2014  

 

 

Safety is very important: 

-Observe all safety precautions relating to the auger or conveyer manufacturer 

-When installing, servicing, repairing or removing spout always lower auger or 

conveyer to the lowest possible position 

-Never climb a bin or truck or wagon to service or test the spout 

-Always wear a safety harness when working above ground level 

-We cannot be responsible for injury or property damage  

 

- Install light on spout (not on auger) 

- Bolt should be from inside to outside 

 

 

- If you have lids with closing springs inside, then install sliders as shown 

- Hang spout on Auger with straps  

 

 

 

- Fasten wiring harness with provided slip tie straps along the whole length of 

auger steel cables  

- Excess wire should be tied up with slip ties as shown 

- Do not wrap wire around auger tube as static electricity can build up.  

 

 

- Strap on alarm around auger just above where the swing away auger feeds 

into main auger  

- Alarm should be pointing down, otherwise grey box can fill with water 

- (Water in an electrical box is not good) 

The grey box has two individual wires with connectors. An additional light can be 

installed to illuminate the working area of a swing away auger.  

- Do NOT plug the two wires together as it will short out the fuse 

            

 

Initial Hookup to tractor 

- The Seven-prong plug is wired so that prong #1 (largest prong) is ground, and 

prong 7 (centre prong #1) is positive. 

- Ensure that your tractor Seven prong outlet is configured in this way, otherwise 

rewire the plug on the NEVER SPILL SPOUT to suit your tractor’s system 

- If you purchased the tractor receptacle from us, then install it in such a way that 

the thick prong (top prong is the ground).                                                                                                            



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Positive is always on, when 7prong 

plug is plugged into tractor: Negative wire 

is switched for light. 

 

NEVER SPILL SPOUT Inc. 

Box 781 Niverville MB R0A 1E0 

Tel: 1-866- 860-6086 

Fax: 1-204 388 6298 

johngehrer@yahoo.ca     www.neverspillspout.com 

Parts list:  Never Spill Spout, Diaphragm Sensor, Light, 

Wiring harness with alarms, Cable ties. 

Testing of system: 

Switch on light to ensure the system is energized. 

Activating the sensor with a stick sounds the alarm. This 

should be done after every bin is filled when the auger is in 

a down position. Do not climb up bins to test system 

Troubleshooting: 

If light works, but alarm does not, then it is possible to have 

polarity reversed from tractor. (Big Pin is ground) 

Use of system 

-The alarm will sound as soon as the lowest part of the 

NEVER SPILL SPOUT is full and the sensor is triggered 

-Continued filling of the bin results that the grain spills out 

of the sides of the NEVER SPILL SPOUT 

-Shut auger off once alarm sounds 

-When filling a steep roofed bin with a crop that flows 

easily and is dry, it is possible that the crop will reach the 

eave before reaching the spout and triggering the alarms. In 

this case it is important to lower the spout further into the 

bin. 

 
In addition to the audio alarm, you can also install an alarm 

light by connecting it to the audio alarm. 

 

The purpose of the NEVER SPILL SPOUT is to increase safety, and also for your convenience. If you 

feel that it does not add to your safety, you may return the spout for a refund  
 

 

If you have any questions please contact us at 1-866- 860- 6086 

John & Angelika Gehrer 
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